The insurance industry is generally well prepared for major loss events, including pandemics, but the financial impacts will take time to play-out and will be (re)insurer specific. Insurers are responding to the widening COVID-19 outbreak on multiple fronts—as claims payers, employers, and investment managers. Each has its own distinct challenges, not just for the insurance industry, but for the global economy and society at large.

**Potential long-term impact on insurance companies**

We expect the financial impact of coronavirus upon (re)insurers to be specific to the circumstances of each enterprise—the classes and mix of business they underwrite, their pricing and reserving, policy wordings, and reinsurance coverages.

- Falling equity markets and interest rates could put pressure on (re)insurers’ balance sheets, Life product profitability and investment management fees related to savings products.
- There will be some time-lag for insurance claims to be notified to insurers, assessed, and paid. Insurers have commenced the process of evaluating their claims reserves in light of the current circumstances and it is expected that this will be on-going as fact patterns emerge.
- (Re)insurers with well diversified risk portfolios will be the most insulated from losses arising from coronavirus. Conversely, those with a high concentration of classes of business most exposed to coronavirus could be adversely impacted.

**Key questions executives and boards should be asking**

- What safeguards do we need to put in place and support for the safety of our own people and distribution partners in the agent/broker community?
- How do we enable and sustain effective alternative work arrangements for employees? How do we ensure that we continuously improve virtual work-place productivity?
- How do we best bolster operational load implications with respect to increased levels of customer enquiry and the increased level of support and counsel they may require?
- Does our existing cybersecurity armory afford us sufficient protection under significantly increased load and new modes of working and exchanging information?
Practical next steps

Undertake class of business reviews

• Identify the classes of business which are most exposed to the impact of coronavirus and rigorously model claims exposure and profitably impact. This is likely to include: business and supply chain interruption; surety and credit insurance; contingency (event cancellation) insurance; travel related insurance; workers’ compensation and employers’ liability; life insurance; private health and retirement/savings.

• Evaluate potential areas of brand risk exposure due to customer expectation vs. policy terms. Develop a proactive strategy to respond.

Prepare and implement stakeholder response plans

• Be ready to respond effectively and efficiently to surges in customer queries and claims—review business continuity and contingency plans (e.g., to deal with a potential shortage of experienced claims staff).

• Be proactive to maintain regulator and stakeholder confidence. Actively engage with regulators and the markets.

For additional steps that companies should consider taking, visit Combating COVID-19 with resilience.
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